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Newsletter

Grade 6 Reflections



The boys have been working on "Who am I" projects in PBL. One
of our recent tasks was to do a self reflection.
The answers from the boys were both heart warming and insightful- some really opened up.
Here are some of the comments made by them on 'How boys
would like to change the world’.
So often we forget what each boy brings to class, and reading this
really helps the teachers to understand their boys a bit better.









If I could change the world I would get rid of all the bad and
make it a better place, I would educate all the people about
global warming and pollution, I would help the world make a
180 turn and go in the other way it is going in. They should
know how they can change it and hopefully the world would
be restored back to its old self and we can live the same way
without making the world suffer.
I would make everybody not be hurtful to other people, and I
would say just make friends to them.
I would change the world so there was no pollution and no
unfair rights.
I would try and stop pollution and global warming by sharing
other people’s stories and doing clean ups all over the world.
In being an activist for animals and black lives.
I want to make the world a place where you don't get far
because of your family, race or gender, but get far by working
hard at life.
I would make sure that everybody had the privilege to be
educated and have a home.
I would build a continent and let there be no income tax,
make property tax quite low.

Awareness of Human Rights Day

If I could, how would I change the world:
 Stop plastic.
 I would clean up the world and make sure there is no poverty.
 I would change the world by making everyone's income the
same, everybody's education the same and everyone's rights
the same (that is the most important).
 I would create a machine that collects plastic out of the
ocean to help the environment and save the turtles and other
marine life.
 I would change the world by saying everyone even myself
must recycle plastic.
 Changing how animals are treated and stopping animals from
going extinct. Changing the world is a hard thing and can be
very life changing for loads of people, It's quite fragile in a
way. If you change something that can good for one person it
might affect someone else in a bad way that's why if you ever
had the opportunity you must always think hard in what you
are going to do.

The SA Government declared 21 March as Human Rights Day to
commemorate and honour those who fought for our democracy
and the rights we enjoy today.
WPPS recognises these rights and endeavours to educate every
boy and instil with the following core values:
Respect: showing respect for God, oneself, others and our environment
Integrity: acting with honesty and fairness
Compassion: having empathy and caring for our community
Courage: bravely standing up for the truth and what is right
Humility: thinking of oneself less and of others more
Accountability: taking responsibility for one’s actions and choices
This quote is simple yet profound Joy is found when you focus
your energy on improving human dignity, human capacity and human values. - Amit Ray.
May each and every member of the WPPS community experience
a reflective and celebratory Human Rights Day.
CARON PERROTT - Marketing Manager
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Cake Sale for Wavecrest Primary
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Due to the tremendous support of our boys, the Wetpups staff has
decided to host another cake sale next Wednesday. This time we
will start with the Grade7 boys and work backward.
This week we raised just under R3000 which will go toward a new
borehole pump for Wavecrest Primary School (the school which
our stationery packs went). This pump will provide water for the
veggie garden that supplements the feeding scheme at the school
supported by Peninsula School Feeding Association (another of
our links).
The proceeds from our 24 March cake sale will go towards a flight
to bring the IT teacher from Ikhwili Primary School, Kei Mouth, to
Cape Town. While here, he will spend time with Mr Hughes
learning how to set up a GSuite account for their school. Ikwhili is
the school with which our Grade 7s interact on their Grade 7 tour
- it is also the school we still hope to bring to Cape Town later this
year.

Headmaster’s Assembly and Chapel Service
Click on the following link to view this week’s Headmaster’s
Assembly: https://www.loom.com/
share/23cdf38c8819436093c3594c6c6c5fb3
Click on the following link to view this week’s Chapel Service:
https://drive.google.com/file/
d/1pqbJZeIXGfvJHh_aMZGSVKXoi9jVuEoy/view?ts=60510c87

Grade 7 FAZJAM String Ensemble in rehearsal

Easter Egg Collection
Every Easter, we collect eggs for underprivileged children around
our city. These are distributed to a number of children’s homes
and hospitals. There has always been a generous response to this
appeal from our school family, and we have had heart-warming
feedback from the recipients.
We would be extremely grateful if your sons could bring small
Easter eggs (small enough for easy distribution – the marshmallow
eggs are probably best) to their class teachers on the Newlands
Road Campus, or to the Eden Road Office by
Wednesday, 31 March. It seems an appropriate way to share our joy at Easter.
Thank you in advance for your generosity.
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Grade 4 - Electrical Circuits
Building a Desk Lamp

Grade 1 boys were excited to finding a class pet on one
of the boys bags and have named him Spike.

Grades N and R building in the sand using nature to
decorate their amazing creation.
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Grade 1 Activities
The boys baked bread with Mrs Sellier. They made their own
butter from cream (phew all the shaking was hard work) and ate
the delicious bread and butter.

Grade 6
Mindfulness Lesson
Relaxation

Thought for the Week
“Questions you cannot answer are usually far better for you than
answers you cannot question.”
“21 Lessons For The 21st Century” by Yuval Noah Harari (2018)
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Grade 1R in
the Library
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Grades 4, 5 and 6 Art Themes

Bike Delivery - Sebastian Heyns

Bike Delivery - Caleb Maritz

Bike Delivery - Jack Bradshaw

Recycled Still Life - Kiyan Govender

Recycled Still Life - Ryan Dales
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Grades 4, 5 and 6 Art Themes

Fruit Bowl - Ameer Barendse

Fruit Bowl - Callum Maydon

Robot - Shyam Dahya

Bike Delivery - Jack Clogg

Bike Delivery - Luke Chamberlin

Bike Delivery - Ryan Davies
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Grades 4, 5 and 6 Art Themes

Recycled Still Life - Muhammad Solomons

Recycled Still Life - Dhruv Daya

Recycled Still Life - Harry Ford

Recycled Still Life - Nicholas Rippon
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